COMPANY PROFILE
ICE VISION Production Center was founded
in 2006 by the team who initiated the creation
of the Federation of figure skating
in Saint-Petersburg.
ICE VISION is one of the first Russian companies
who created and launched a unique format
of shows on ice which combine figure-skating and
theatrical elements. Since its foundation
10 years ago, the company has successfully realized
dozens of large scale shows and organized more
than 500 performances in over 60 cities in Russia,
Europe and Asia with more than 2 000 000
spectators.
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FIGURE
SKATING
STARS

Numerous figure-skating stars are continuously participating in our projects:
• Evgeni Plushenko

• Johnny Weir

• Adelina Sotnikova

• Stephane Lambiel

• Irina Slutskaya

• Philippe Candeloro

• Elena Berezhnaya

• Surya Bonaly

• Alexei Yagudin

• Tomas Verner

• Tatiana Totmianina - Maksim Marinin

• Carolina Kostner

• Tatyana Navka - Roman Kostomarov

• Shizuka Arakawa

• Brian Joubert
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REALIZED
PROJECTS

KEY PROJECTS
Opening of the World Hockey Championship

Dancing on Ice

Saint-Petersburg, May, 2016

Touring one of the biggest TV show in Russia and CIS countries –
25 cities, 2007

Olympic Games 2014, in Sochi
Demonstration of performances of figure-skating awardees
and champions Sochi, February 22, 2014

Bremen Musicians on ice
ICE VISION launched the first Russian ice show for the entire
family, 2009

Ice Heart

The Stradivarius’s Golden Ice
Touring of the ice show with Olympic Champion of figure skating
Evgeni Plushenko and famous violoncellist Edvin Marton in Russia,
CIS and Baltic countries – more than 50 shows, 2007-2009

Extreme Ice
Organization of the first World Championship of Extreme Ice Skating.
2006

Ice show with participation of the number one singer in Russia.
2008-2009

Olympic Tour
Eurovision 2008
ICE VISION was part of the production team for the winning
show of Dima Bilan, Evgeni Plushenko and Edvin Marton
Belgrade, 2008
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Touring the show with participation of all Olympic Awardees of Olympic
Games, Torino 2006: Evgeni Plushenko, Irina Slutskaya Tatiana Totmianina Maksim Marinin, Tatyana Navka - Roman Kostomarov, 2006

INVITATION
PERFORMANCES
ICE VISION is successfully touring its ice shows
and bringing the spirit of figure skating in more than
50 cities annually.
The ICE VISION shows have been seen by more than
2 million spectators.
The portfolio of ICE VISION includes successful
performances in Baltic, CIS countries, as well
as in South Korea, United Arabian Emirates,
Slovakia, Czech Republic, Germany and many
other countries.
.
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THEATER ON ICE –
THE NEW FORMAT
OF ICE SHOWS
The new format of ice shows combining
two indisputable and recognizable advantages
of the country, revered throughout the world
image of Russia - theater and figure skating. The
Russian brand is highlighting the spirit
of St. Petersburg - the cultural capital of Russia
and the world capital of figure skating.
The Performance on Ice represents a totally
unique, bright, powerful and large-scale show,
which will be assessed by a wide range audience
from kids and their parents to serious and
demanding theater audience.
The figure-skating dynamics, video projections
on ice, specially written music, scenario,
wonderful costumes and special effects will leave
unforgettable impressions in the hearts
of people.
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VIDEOPROJECTIONS
ICE VISION uses modern video technology.
High quality video content is projected
on the screen instantly creating realistic
decorations. The dynamic video
is projected on both the ice surface and
the screen, creating a realistic scene.
The ice performances resonate not only with
the adult public, but also with youngsters
demanding high-tech solutions in every show.
.
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PRODUCTION
STUDIO
ICE VISION includes its own production studio
which allows us to create any high quality media
content. We produce original scripts, video content,
sound effects and music.
The production studio allows fast adapt ice shows
content and to create quality media content not only
for ice shows but for any other corporate projects.
ICE VISION is working with composers Gennady
Rybnikov and Alexey Galinsky.
.
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ICE ARENA
The performances are adaptable for Ice Arena
of sizes from 12X18m2 up to 24x36 m 2.
The surface of unused arena can be covered by
carpet and used for banquet, press are and VIP
zone.
In order to provide video projections on the ice,
the projectors should be set up on the height of
minimum 8 m. The video content
is projected on the surface of ice and on the
screen.

7/16 000

— Projectors/lumen

200 м 2

— Surface of the screen

900 м 2

— Surface of projections on ice
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SYNTHETIC ICE
Synthetic Ice is great solution for venues
where there is no possibility to set up real
ice. ICE VISION proposes to use high quality
synthetic ice which allows to organize ice
shows in places such as:
• concert hall
• amusement park
• commercial center/shopping mall
• hotel/resort/cruise line
• theatrical stage
• cruise ship
• fair/market/festival
The montage and de-montage of a stage
does not take more than 2 hours.
It can be installed outside and resist
to temperatures varying from -50 to +50’C.
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MOBILITY &
INSTALLATION
Props and equipment can be transported
by one truck of 40 m 3.
Setting up the venue and prepare everything for
the performance usually takes from
3-8 hours, depending on layout of the stage.
For that reason Ice Vision productions are
perfectly fitting in the schedule of majority
venues as well as does not require big logistic
costs.
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THE SHOWS
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SHOW OPERA
ON ICE
ICE OPERA is a show on ice which includes
participation of awardees of Olympic Games,
Europe and World Championships, soloists
of Mariinsky theater and symphonic orchestra.
The project includes figure skating
performances, dances on ice and acrobatic
elements.
The figure skating performances are
accompanied by live performance of opera stars
such as Vasily Gerello, Carolina Sandgren, Oleg
Lozoi, Karina Cheprunova, Vasily Celebrovsky
and many others. The music consists of famous
creations by Peter Tchaikovsky, Antonio Vivaldi,
Franz Shubert, Giacomo Puccini and many
others.
Length:
2 hours
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DRACULA ON ICE
Bram Stoker's novel - "Dracula“ - lead to the
beginning of a whole genre of literature. Since
its introduction in 1897, the vampire theme has
attracted writers and filmmakers from all over
the world.
Dracula was the embodiment of treachery,
repressed fears and desires. ICE VISION presents
its version of this unnatural, mysterious and
fascinating part of history.
Length:
2 hours
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PRINCESS
ANASTASIA
The ICE VISION team suggests its own version of
this story, which is based on the tragic and
romantic love story of an officer and an
escaping Russian princess. The story tells about
their pure and sincere feelings that were born
during one of the most difficult periods in
Russian history.
The show “Princess Anastasia” merges dramatic
theater and dynamic figure skating. The
spectators can feel how the story becomes alive
on ice thanks to the wonderful acting,
atmospheric video decorations and exciting
music written specially for the show by the
talented composer Alexey Galinsky.
Length:
1 h 40 min
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ARABIAN NIGHTS
‘Arabian Nights’ is a well-known story
of a Shahriar King of Persia and his hetaera
Scheherezade. ICE VISION presents a show on
ice with charming atmosphere from the East.
The settings are inspired from the most famous
fairytales, such as “Aladdin and the Magic
Lamp”, “Ali Baba and the Forty Thieves”,
“Aladdin and the Magic Bird Rukh”.
The message which will linger with the audience
is that of an invincible power
of love.
Length:
1 h 20 min
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ALICE
IN WONDERLAND
The story of Alice and her unbelievable
adventures is well-known thanks to the
fairy tale written by talented Lewis Carroll.
ICE VISION presents “Alice in Wonderland
on Ice” – a new story of a young girl:
personages performing charismatic dances
on ice, funny dialogues, colorful costumes
and music written specially for the ice show
by Alexei Galinsky. The performance reminds
us that it is worth dreaming and believing
in ourselves at any age.
Spectators will be charmed by the craziness of
the Hatter and the magic of the Cheshire Cat
appearing in the most unexpected moments.
Length:
1 h 20 min
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THE NUTCRACKER
AND THE LORD
OF DARKNESS
ICE VISION presents its interpretation
of the famous fairy tale of E.T.A. Hoffmann
“The Nutcracker and The Mouse King”.
“The Nutcracker and The Lord of Darkness”
is a magic show on ice created by merging
together figure skating and theater elements.
The artistic performance on ice creates
an emotional and unforgettable atmosphere.
Due to a combination of P. Tchaikovsky’s
classical music remixes with rock style musical
content, special effects, peculiar
and vivid costumes, professional acting
and video decorations, the audience
is made to feel as a part of the show.
Length:
1 hour
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JUNO AND AVOS
The popular Russian rock opera “Juno and Avos”
comes to life on the ice arena. The famous
poetry of Andrei Voznesensky, the music of
Alexey Rybnikov and the voice
of Nikolay Karachentsov are presented
in a new format - the rock opera on ice.
The main artistic approach in this show
is dancing on ice which allows spectators
to view the rock opera from a different
perspective. Video technology implements
in real impressing interactive decorations
and creates unforgettable memories.
Length:
1 h 20 min
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PERFORMANCE
ACTS
ICE VSION proposes extraordinary public
entertainment which delivers a unique
experience.

Fragments from our shows, spectacular
performance acts of artistic figure skating and
unique mini shows are ideal for guest
entertainment on cruise ships, in hotels,
in commercial centers, amusement parks, fairs,
markets and festivals.

Professional figure skaters are going
to charm the audience and leave unforgettable
memories.
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CONTACTS
+7 (812) 385-52-45
info@icevision.ru
icevision.com
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